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The Count of the Cards
Inspired by a true story, Jim Austin is a
professional card counter that takes on the
casinos in the game of blackjack. Haunted
by his own inner demons and memories of
his activities during the Vietnam conflict,
the gambler strives to make it to the top of
his profession, ultimately in hopes of
playing on the international circuit.
Follow his adventures as his rise from the
lowest level of play graduates to its highest
form complete with all the changes brought
about by his abilities and the unknown
forces that influence his life. Beginning on
the Mississippi Gulf Coast, Jim adheres to
the virtues required in his professional
challenge of beating the pros at their own
game. Once he steps up into the big
leagues of Las Vegas the professional card
counter is approached by powers to be that
manipulate him through his own ego and
self delusion. Unaware of the true forces
surrounding his life, Jims adventures
expand to include the finest clothes, most
opulent surroundings, and biggest games
that he ever dreamed possible. His success
however, is tainted by unexpected
occurrences, managed developments by the
powers to be, and surprises he never
thought
possible.
An
unexpected
experience of love, tainted with greed,
leads him to a twist of fate that exploits his
buried feelings. Meanwhile, his past
struggle with addiction rears its ugly head
to bring about his grandiose feelings of self
delusion. Before he knows what happens,
he finds himself at a level of play that has
no turning back and fills his life with
complications he never dreamed possible.
As different characters, each with their own
agenda, make their respective moves, Jim
finds himself caught in the middle of a
grand scheme involving organized crime,
drug sales, money laundering, and the
reality of his diminutive valued life being
on the line.
With everything centered
around his blackjack game, follow the
excitement of surprises with twists and
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turns that evolve into murder, thief and
corruption involving the deception of
everyone involved, including the powers to
be.
Enjoy a charged ending with all the
pieces brought together in a way different
than you could have imagined. A truly
fulfilling story, feel the completeness of the
various plots revealed as each character
comes face to face with his own destiny.
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4 Ways to Count Cards - wikiHow Blackjack is a game of skill and learning to count cards can give a player the
advantage over the house. A popular card count methods is the Hi How to Count Cards: 4 Steps If youre looking to
learn and master Card Counting, you should look no further! CasinoTop10s card counting guide is all you need to
master the strategy. The Count of the Cards: : David Lane The Count of Monte Cristo Day 285 of 400. Calumnies .
Morcerf entered, and in place of the usual target, he saw some playing-cards fixed against the wall. Blackjack card
counting, with one whole deck should the count end But playing virtually even wont get you the money at the end of
the day only card counting will do that. Every time I mention the C word to players, their How to remember cards BBO Discussion Forums - Bridge Base Online Lesson 6 in the GameMasters Free Blackjack School - Card counting
in a face-down game. How Does Counting Cards in Blackjack Work? Mental Floss In Blackjack, it is favorable to
the player when there are more Aces and 10 Value Cards (10s, Jacks, Queens, and Kings) remaining in the shoe. So card
counting is simply using a system to keep track of the ratio of low cards to high cards. How To Count Cards in
Blackjack and Bring Down the House Card counting is an incredibly useful and effective blackjack strategy that
allows a player to keep track of the density of high cards to low cards that remain in the Blackjack Card Counting
The Ultimate Blackjack Strategy Guide The person who plays the last card pegs one for Go, plus one extra if the card
brings the count to exactly 31. The dealer is sure to peg at least one point in every True Count - Used in Blackjack
when counting cards - Counting Edge It depends on the system of card counting. With the Hi-Lo count (the most
common), the count should sum to 0 after every single card in the deck has Card counting - Wikipedia learn how to
count cards in blackjack (21)! a quick easy way to beat the dealer! this especially comes in handy on a trip to vegas, or
anywhere else that they How to Count Cards Using the Hi-Lo Method - Card Counting Trainer On the count of five
the A8 is released. On the count of six the joker is released. 1t does not require special handling to release two cards
together. When a long Card Counting - Wizard of Odds Buy The Count of the Cards by David Lane (ISBN:
9780982652008) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Card Counting - the ultimate guide
Count Cards in Blackjack Learn basic strategy. First things first, you cant really be an effective card counter if you
dont know the ins Lesson 6 - Card Counting - Single-deck Play - When playing blackjack if you are card counting
for a single deck, should the count always come to zero at the end of the deck? Wouldnt it How to Count Cards Home Poker Games Learn how to count cards using the Hi-Lo method. The idea behind card counting is to count the
shoe down by keeping track of the cards as the dealer shows none The implication is that Count de Morcerf (who
bought his title), a member of the shoots each of the four corners of the diamond in the center of the card.
freeCodeCamp Challenge Guide: Counting Cards - Guide - The ALEXANDRE DUMAS Playing Cards. The
Count of Monte Cristo The true count is important & learning how to do this will give you a more accurate picture of
how many high cards remain in the blackjack shoe. Learn how. Charles Jordans Best Card Tricks - Google Books
Result In simple terms, counting cards just means keeping a tally of certain cards while the dealer burns through the
deck. By keeping that tallyalthough you still Blackjack card counting, with one whole deck should the count end
One thing Im always struggling is card memory, like how to count and figure out the card distribution in the middle of
the play. So I have two Card counting - Wikipedia The basic premise of card counting is that a deck or shoe that is rich
in face cards and aces (IE: a high percentage of these cards) favors the player over the Having more high cards
remaining in the deck favors the player. Each card is assigned a value according to the table below. When the count is
Card Counting Systems BlackJack Age Counting cards in blackjack. How card counting works. Learn the basics of
card counting. Download our blackjack game for Macintosh and Windows. Introduction to the High-Low Card
Counting Strategy - Wizard of Odds To learn how to keep the running count, get a deck of cards and flip the cards
over one at a time and keep the running count. If the cards come out 8,Q,2,2,6,3,A Article Learn the Hi Lo Card
Counting Method in - ThoughtCo My book THE COUNT OF THE CARDS has now been stocked by the
GAMBLERS BOOK CLUB in Las Vegas. It was also reviewed by Dana The Wong Halves Count - Wong Halves
Card Counting in Blackjack The Count of Monte Cristo and The Three Musketeers meet in a new I always enjoy
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when classic literature and card design join together, but
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